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The finite symmetric groups can be generated by transpositions; the 
product of diffcrcnt transpositions has either order 2 or 3. We want to attack 
the question whether finite nonsolvablc groups can bc generated by a class 
of conjugate involutions having similar properties as the transpositions in 
symmetric groups. 
‘~HEOIIEM. Let G be a jinite poup generuted by u class D of conjugate 
involutions sucI1 that 
(a) lhe product of diffesent elements of 11 has either order 2 OY p for a jixed 
prime p; 
(h) three paimise different elemet1t.v qf 11 ue?eT generate a 2-group; 
(c) if d is UIL element of II tiler1 C,(d) i d. 
Then G is isomorphic to the synmetvic group OH 3 OY on 5 letters(and covmersely). 
Property (b) excludes the symmetric groups on more than 5 letters; because 
of property (c), G camrot bc an extension of ap-group with an automorphism 
of order 2; since Lj is 3 class of corrjugatc clcnrcnts G is not a direct product 
of a dihedral group and a group of order 2. 
1 iw / number of elements in a set 111; 
(“Y; . ..) subgroup generated by all s with . . . . 
[x; . ..I set of all x with . . . . 
[G : U] index of U in G; 
* Research supported in part by the European Research Ofice, U. .S. Department 
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G’ commutator subgroup of G; 
Z(G) center of G; 
lvM( 1’) normalizer of 7’ in M; 
CM(T) centralizer of 1’ in n/l; 
%, , cl alternating, symmetric group on n letters; 
.xy = y-1 xy. 
1. P-TR:\~~sP~I~T~.~.Io~s 
L)EFIKITIOX. Let G be a finite group and let D be a set of involutions of G 
such that 
(I) G ={D); 
(2) 11 is a normal complex of G; 
(3) if two elements of D do not commute their product has order p for 
a fiscd prime p. 
Then D is a set of p-transpositions of G. 
Tire set of transpositions in a finite symmetric group is a set of 3-trans- 
positions. 
13.1~ assume in this section, that I1 is a set of p-transpositions of a finite 
group G. 
LlmNA I. !f ill is a proper normal subg:youp qf G then DM/M is a set of 
p-tmnspositions of G/AlI. 
t’ro~$ G/,lZ is generated h\; I):Uj.II and I)MiM is a normal complex 
of G, *III. Since ‘11 is a proper subgroup of G, the elements of D;11/11I are 
involutions. If d and e are different elements of 11 the order of ~~e.ll,‘:Jil 
divides the order of c/e. 
I,r~ar>:.\ 2. If C’ is a sub<youjl of G rontakg an element of I) then I) CT (- 
is a .set of p-transpositions of {CT n llj, 
L’roqf. Since 11 n 1’ is not empty, I,cm~na 2 is trivial. 
LI;\IT~TA 3. If p =- 2 then G’ : I G’. 
L’roof. If p - 2 different elements of D commute. Hence G is an 
elementary abelian 2-group. 
Lr<xinizl 4. If D, and D, are normal complexes of G contained in Ll and 
baaing no element of D in common then 
D, C C:c(D,) 
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Prwf. Let d be an element of 11, and e be an element of D, If de has 
order p for p f 2 we get that d and e are conjugate in {d, e}. Hence d and e 
commute in any case. 
I‘Ewll.4 5. If diffeerent element of II never comnzute G’ is a p-group. 
Proof. If different elements of D do not commute their product has order 
p by (3). Hencep 1 2 and Lemma 5 is a consequence of [I, Satz]. 
L,~xm 6. Let d be an element of I! and i be an involution contained in G. 
Then id, ij, has ordeer 2, 4, 2p, 4p, OY 8. 
Z’?W$ (d, i) is a dihedral group. \Ve assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup S 
of {(i, i) contains at least 8 elements. Since Z({d, i}) contains exactly one 
involution, we get Z(S) = Z((d, i)). S’ mcc S contains exactly three classes 
of conjugate involutions, we get 
Thv maximal elementary abelian subgroups of S have order 4. Therefore 
S j :-- 8. If z is the involution in Z({d, i)) then d and dz are conjugate in 
fd, ;j. If Lemma 5 is false {d, i} r‘l I1 contains an element s such that d.x has 
order p and p ;-’ 2. Because of (3), I (d ) 1 x z MS order 2 or p. Since (xd).z has 
order 2p, we get a contradiction which proves Lemma 6. 
DEFII~IT~ON. Set 
Then T is in general a normal complcz cif involutions or empty. 
~,E31lI 7. (G/{ 7’))’ i: a p-group if T i.? not mpty. 
Pvoqf. Set TI; .= ( 7’). 1Ve assume that ct and e are elements of I1 such 
that dll*: W and el1:iR’ commute. If II’ is a proper subgroup of G Lemma 1 
and (3) imply that de is contained in TV. Therefore different elements of 
Z)J$‘, JJ’ never commute. Hence Lemma 5 implies Lemma 7. 
I,E%IN..I 8. If D is a class qf conjugate elements of G and <f ‘f is not empty 
then T contains different elements which conunvte. 
Proof. We assume that Lemma 8 is false. Then T is not empty and 
different elements of T never commute. Since I) is a class of conjugate 
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elements of G there is no element in I’ n D and Lemma 3 implies p :# 2. 
If (T}’ has odd order Lemma 7 implies that a Sylow 2-subgroup of G has 
order 4, which is impossible since 7’ is not empty and D is a class of conjugate 
elements of G. Hence (T)’ has even order. Let d be an element of D and t be 
an element of C,(d) such that dt is contained in D. i\‘ow we get from [2, (2.C)] 
I 7’ I = I Cdd)l ! CAdt)i. (+-I 
Since dt centralizes {C,(dt)} the product of different elements of C,(dt) has 
order p; since dt is contained in D and d centralizes (C,(d)} the product of 
different elements of C,(d) has order p, too. Kow we get from [I, Satz] that 
{C,(dt))’ and {C,(d)]’ are p-groups. Hence (+) implies that / T / is a power 
of p. From [2, (2.n)] we get that t normalizes a Sylow p-subgroup of (T}. 
Hence {T}’ is a p-group and has odd order. This contradiction proves 
Lemma 8. 
I,EhI\IA 9. Assume that D contains elements d, e, x such that 
(i) xd # dx and ed = de f 1; 
(ii) {x, de) has order 8; 
(iii) dx*exde = e. 
Then {x, d, e} is isomorphic to 6, und p = 3. 
PYOO~. Define 
de = z and xzxx = w. 
Since ix, z} has order 8, we get that w is the involution of Z{(x, x}). Further- 
more s and xw are conjugate in (x , 2). Hence w = x(xw) is contained in T. 
Since d and e commute, we get 
Lemma 6 and (iii) imply that {d, w} has order 8. Hence 
{(dw)z] = Z({d, w>). 
Since e is conjugate to d in {d, w), we get 
Hence 
This equation implies 
W = Z(V, 4). 
(dw)2 = z. 
Wd = wz. 
Combining these equations we get 
Since sd has order p, we get 
(xd)’ = dx --: (cd-1 
which implies p = 3. Furthermore 
and 
Hence 
Since {(t, s} is isomorphic to e:, and {z, w) is elementary abelian but not 
contained in Z(jd, e, x>) wc get that {NI, P, ,x1 is isomorphic to 6, 
\Ve assume that the Theorem is false. ‘I’hcn thcrc is a group, G of minimal 
order which is not isomorphic to 6, or G,j a11d which is generated by a class 
D of conjugate p-transpositions such that 
(I ) three puirzcise dzffeerent elements qf 11 meer Renerate a 2-poup; 
(2) if d is an element of L) thetz C,(d) I d. 
I\-e i>ro\-e some consequences of (I) and (2) which lead to a contradiction. 
Let T he the set of involutions defined in Section I. Because of (2), 7’ is not 
empty. 
(3) [f t is an element of 7’ then 1 C,(t), :- 2. 
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Proof. If t is an element of 7’ there are two elements d and e of 11 with 
de = t by definition of T. \Ve assume that x is an clement of C,(t) different 
from e and d. Set L; = (d, e, x}. Then (I) implies that C; is not a 2-group. 
Therefore we can assume that d and x do not commute. Since D is a set of 
p-transpositions, dx has order p and hence d and x are conjugate in 0’. 
Since t is contained in Z(G), we get that Ii has order 4~. If x and e commute e 
is contained in Z(U), too; since d = et is not contained in Z(U), this is 
impossible. Hence e and s do not commute. Therefore ex has order p and e is 
conjugate to x in C’. This is impossible because e and d are not conjugate in U. 
(4) If d is an element of D then {C,(d)) is not a 2-group. 
Proof. We assume that (4) is false. ‘Then (1) and (2) imply that {C,,(d)} 
has order 4. 
Let s and t be different elements of T. Because of (3), the elements u, V, 
.v, 3~ of 1) are determined uniquely by 
117; .= s and xy = t. 
TVe want to show that s and t commute. If s and t do not commute we get 
from (3) and Lemma 6 that {u, t} has order 8 or 4~. If {u, t} has order 4p there 
is exactly one involution 2 in Z((U, t)); since u is different from z, wc get 
that ZLU” is is contained in ti”.t) and uz is contained in T; then there are elements 
m and n in D with nzn = UZ; since uz commutes with 1, we get from (3) that 
z is contained in D; if (4) is false (1) implies z = v. Hence s and t commute 
or it, U> has order 8. In any case t normalizes {u, v) which is possible only 
if s and t commute. Hence 
{T}’ = 1. (4.1) 
Let ~$1 be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since (4.1) and Lemma 7 
imply that G is solvable, ill is elementary abelian. We assume that M has odd 
order. Then (4.1) and Lemma 7 imply that 122 is ap-group. Lemma 1 implies 
that D,ll;‘M is a set of p-transpositions of G;‘M and D3d/:M is a class of 
conjugate elements of G,‘AI1l. Since 7’ is not empty, CDMIM(d~~f~iilf) ,i- dAVjM 
for an element d of D. Let x, y, z be elements of U such that x:l/l:‘M, yill/M, 
xJ1:‘JZ are pairwise different. If 1,x, y , z)M;N is a 2-group we can select .x, y, z 
in such a way that ix, ~1, 2) is a 2-group, which is impossible because of (i). 
‘l’hcrefore the minimalit>- of G implies that G/:1,1 is isomorphic to e4 , since 
G is solvable. If d and .x are elements of 11, which do not commute (4.1) 
implies that {d, s, 1’) is isomorphic to S;4 . Hence M is not contained in Z(G). 
Since 7’ centralizes M, we gtt a contradiction from (3). 
Therefore Al is a 2-group. Assume that iP1 is different from {7,-i. Then 
G!M satisfies the hypothesis of the Theorem and the minimality of G implies 
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that G/M is isomorphic to 6, Hence (I ) and Lemma 7 imply that M is 
contained in Z(G) and M has order 2. Furthermore M is contained in [r]. 
Let w be an element of order 3 contained in G. Then (T}(w) contains a 
normal subgroup N of order 4. Hence the elements of 2’ are not contained in 
N and X is a minimal normal subgroup of G, which is impossible. We proved: 
(4.2) If NI is a minimal normal subgroup of G then M _ {T}. 
Let d be an element of I). l’hen Lemma 7 and (4.2) imply that (7’}{df 
is a Sylow a-subgroup of G. ‘I’hercforc (I) and (2) imply 
(4.3) 
Let s and t be different elements of 7’. ‘l’hen there arc elements a, b, c, d with 
s -- nb and t -=: cd. 
Since {c’,(d)> is a 2-group, we get from Lemma 2 and (1) that D n {a, b, c, d} 
is a class of conjugate elements of {a, h, c, d}. From (4.2) and (4.3) wc get 
that (a, b, c, d} is a proper subgroup of G. Hence the minimality of G implies 
that st is contained in T. Therefore 
Now, (3) implies together with (4.3) that {Ir} has order 4 and G is iso- 
morphic to E, . 
This contradiction proves (4). 
If x is an element of D we define 
I, ‘-=[yEFD;y ~,L.Y -yxy]; 
T, = [y E T; xy -: yx] 
(5) If d is an element of D then 7; = did = (I,)d and {IJ’ is a p-group. 
Proof. Because of (l), different elements of I, do not commute. Since D 
is a class of conjugate elements, we get p # 2 from (2). Hence Lemma 2 
and Lemma 5 imply that {I<!}’ is a p-group. Let t be an element of 7; . Then 
d is contained in C,(t). Now, (3) and the definition of T imply 
(6) T is a class of conjugate elements of G. 
Proof. Let d be an element of D. Then (5) implies that Td is a class of 
conjugate elements of (Td}. Hence 1’ is a class of conjugate elements of G. 
(7) If t is an element of T and ifd is an element of D then (t, d} has order 4, 
8, or 4p and each case occurs. 
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Proof. Because of Lemma 6, we have to show that each case occurs. 
Lemma 8 implies that T contains an element s different from t which 
commutes with t. Let a be an element of C,(t). Then a and s do not cornmute 
because of (3). Since (3) implies that at is contained in D, we get 
and as has order 4. Lemma 6 implies that in, s} has order 5. Tf (7) is false 
there is no element d in D sich that {d, t} has order 4f~, since C’,(t) is not 
empty. It is implied by (5) that 
Because of (4), I, contains more than one element. Hence there is an element 
s in C,(d) and an element b in 1,,1 such that {s, b] has order 4~. 
(8) Let d be an element of D and let z be an element of C,(d). If x is an element 
of D such that (x, z} has order 8 then (x, z, dj is isomorphir to 6, (and p 2 3). 
Proof. Set e = zd. Because of (3), e is contained in D. We want to apply 
Lemma 9 and have to show 
Set w = (AZ)“. Since {x, z} has order 8, we get that w -= x(x”) is contained in 1’. 
Since d and w both commute with z, we get from (3) 
If d and w commute C,(w) contains .x and d; because of (3), w = xd and 
d and x commute in this case. Since x does not commute with z = de, we get 
a contradiction. ‘Therefore we can apply Lemma 9. 
(9) If d is an element of D and e an element of I, then 
Proof. de = t is an element of T. If x is an element of Id n I, it commutes 
with d and e = dt. Hence x centralizes t and (3) implies 
x=d or x = dt = e, 
which is impossible because of the definition of Id . 
(10) If d is an element of D and t an element of T then 
1 D I = 20 I, I + I C,(t)1 - 1). 
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Proof. \\‘e can assume that rland t commute. ‘Then dand dt are commuting 
elements of I) by (3). Let x be an element of L) which is contained in C,(d) 
or in c’,(dt). Then 
x E I,( u z,l, , 
From (9) we get together with (3) 
I,, n I,,, = d. 
Hence 
~ 1) ~ -: 2; I,, I + i[x E D; xd fdx and .vdt -+- dtx]I. 
Let s be an element of 11 which commutes neither with d nor with dt. 
Then (3) implies that x dots not commute with t. 1Ve assume that {.v, t} has 
order 4p. Let u” be the involution in Z({.Y, t)). Then sz is contained in $r,f). 
Hence 4 is contained in D and (3) implies 
Therefore .r commutes with rl or tit which is impossible. Hence (7) implies 
that (.v, t) has order 8. Therefore .x commutes with t.yii and t.vt,v is contained 
in C,(t). 
Let zc bc an clement of C’,(t) ditferent from t. It remains to prove that the 
elements ZI and z of CD(w) defined by (3) 1 c o not commute with d or dt. Since 
‘~6 commutes with I, n-c get from (3) that w normalizes id, tj. Thereforc 
7crl7c = dr or wdzc: = d. 
If tl and w commute (3) implies w = t; hence ~ctw = dt and (8) implies that 
(21, z, dj is isomorphic to s:l 
(1 1) If t trnd 70 me d#erent commuting elements of 7’ then G cmtains 
suh~pwqx~ I’ md II’ such thtrt 
:\?;;(it, zu,i) - Ii7 \& b- arrd T,b := {ND(i t, zu])} g 6, . 
Proof. Let a and h bc the clemcnts of C,(t); then (3) implies 7uuzL’ = 6. 
Hcncc (LI, 6, W$ has order 8 and a normalizes (t, 74. Because of (8) and (3), 
K = [C,(t), C,(W)} 
is a symmetric group on 4 letters and K is contained in IV. If IV = G we 
get from (3), (6), and (IO) 
/D/=2+4=6, 
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which contradicts (4). If K is a proper subgroup of TV we get from the 
minimality of G that D n T/7 contains an element x which is not conjugate 
to a in TV. Because of Lemma 2 and Lemma 4, x centralizes a and h, which 
contradicts (1). Hence K = IV. Since Z(W) = 1 and W admits only inner 
automorphisms, we get (11) for 
( 12) If t is an element of 7’ then / C,(t)1 = 3. 
Proof. Assume that a, t, w, V, and W have the same meaning as in the 
proof of (1 I). Let z be an element of T n WV which is not contained in 
It, w]. Then (z, u> has order 8 by (7) and (3). V contains an element w such that 
We assume that x is contained in (t, z’, zu}. Since z is contained in C,(W) and 
13, ZL’, t} has order 8, we get 1 zW 1 -:- 3. Hence n centralizes an element 
ZL of zW. Since {t, U} is a 2-group, we get a contradiction from (5). Hence z is 
not contained in {t, w, u}. Thcreforc zv is an element of aW. Hence ‘f,, 
contains an element u of {t, W} and z. Since {Y, z} is a 2-group, we get a 
contradiction from (5) proving 
(12.1) NG({t, w}) n T = (t, W} n T. 
Let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,-(t). Then (3) implies / D n Z; -: 2. 
Hence 
(12.2) C,(t) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of V and set R := {S, a, t, w}. If K is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G and if (12) . f 1 IS a se we get a contradiction from (12.1) 
and (12.2). 
We assume that R is not a Svlow-2 subgroup of G. Then G contains an 
clement x with 
rlRx = R and [R{x} : R] = 2. 
Then x normalizes {a, at}. Hence (12.1) implies that x normalizes {w, t}, 
since w” is contained in R. Hence x is contained in WV, which is impossible. 
(13) i D / = 10. 
Proof. Let d be an element of D and c be an element of I, . From (10) 
and (12) we get 
I D I = 21 I, i + 2(3 - 1) = I & I + I I, I + 4. 
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If (13) is false we get from (5) and (8) 
It is implied by (9) that 
Hence 
I, n I, = 4. 
D = I, u Id u [4 elements of D]. 
Because of (1) and (4), C,(c) contains an element e which is not contained 
in C,(d). Then 
Hence (5) implies I, == I,. and d is contained in I,, This contradiction 
proves ( 13). 
(14) 1 1’1 = 15. 
Proof. If d is an element of D then Id contains 3 elements by (13). Hence 
(5) and (13) imply 
17’1 -2 1 . 10. 3 -:z 15. 
From (14) and (11) we get that the group IV defined in (11) has exactly 5 
conjugates in G. If M is the subgroup of G normalizing each element of 
WC then G/M is isomorphic to $ . From (11) we get that M centralizes W. 
Hence M is contained in Z(G). The minimality of G implies M := Z(G). 
Since the Sylow 2-subgroups of G’ are no quaternion groups and $11, admits 
only one central extension, we get 
G = (M (8 G’)(dj for dED. 
Hence M = 1 and G is isomorphic to 6, 
This contradiction proves the Theorem. 
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